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1. Lengthening of accented vowels in syllables closed by geminates 
 
A well known process in Hebrew diachronic phonology is the compen-
satory lengthening of accented vowels in syllables that became closed by the 
loss of case vowels in nouns in the absolute state, e.g. *dágu > *dāg > dggB 
‘fish’.P
1
P In his treatment of this process, Blau (1976: 31) cites *qállu > qal ‘light, 
swift’ in support of the not unnatural belief that the process was inhibited when-
ever the vowel was followed by a geminate because the geminate, or rather its 
first component, would naturally have closed the syllable containing the vowel. 
Arguments against this are as follows. 
First, Philippi’s law, which specifies lowering of *i > a in closed accented 
syllables posterior to the earlier loss of case vowels in nouns in the construct 
state, e.g. construct *zaqín > zqan- vs. absolute *zaqínu > *zāqēn > zgqen ‘old 
man, elder’, provides evidence that geminates did not always behave as if they 
acted to close syllables. If they had, then there would be no reason why *líbbu 
‘heart’ should not have yielded **lab„ in both construct and absolute instead of 
the attested construct lεb„-, absolute leb„, the latter having ostensibly undergone 
exactly the same development as zgqen, i.e. via *lēb. In other words the gemi-
nate of *líbbu (cf. libbi(y) ‘my heart’) seems to have been no more effective in 
closing the syllable than the simplex n of *zaqínu.P
2
P 
Goetze (1939: 433), however, observed that in an analogous form such as 
‘am (< *‘ammu) ‘people’ the stem vowel showed no sign of lengthening and on 
                                                 
P
1
P The transcription of Tiberian Hebrew employed here distinguishes only vowel quali-
ties, not quantities. Vowel letters are shown in brackets where appropriate. 
P
2
P The construct lεb„- represents either a development of (analogical) *lēb due to the 
weaker accent of the construct or a process essentially the same as Philippi’s law but 
partially inhibited in its effect because the greater tension of the geminate has been 
anticipated by the vowel. A similar development happens generally when the 
“Philippi” vowel before geminate is not in the first syllable of the word, cf. the 
pronominal suffix -kεn (< *-kínna), etc. (Bergsträsser 1918: 149), which would seem 
to favour the latter of the two interpretations proposed for lεb„-. 
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this basis, as well as on grounds of relative chronology, proposed that the vowel 
had been shortened in ‘am, leb„ and kol ‘entire’ by analogy with the short vowel 
in the corresponding unstressed suffix-base forms ‘amm-, libb- and kull-. At 
least in the case of ‘am this analogy would have had to have operated prior to 
the Hebrew change *ā > *gB. 
Secondly, Goetze’s theory of the original length of vowels in words of this 
category is borne out by a later, but still Classical Greek form of the name of the 
Phoenician city of Tyre, viz. Σω dρος, which occurs in Philistus (fifth to fourth 
centuries BCE) (Steiner 1982: 66). The length of the first vowel of Σωdρος is 
guaranteed by the spelling with ω since there is little likelihood that ω (omega) 
was preferred to ο (omicron) on a point of vowel quality rather than quantity 
(Allen 1987: 63, 75). Moreover the original structure of ‘Tyre’, viz. *surru, 
seems to be guaranteed by Akkadian sur-ru ‘id.’ and the short vowel of the first 
syllable of Herodotus’ familiar form Τύρος (a long vowel would have been 
accented υG), the simplex medial consonant no doubt reflecting the fact discussed 
above that the Semitic geminate did not always behave like a geminate. Further 
evidence for a long first syllable in the Semitic prototype of Σωdρος can be seen 
in the fairly frequent plene writing so(w)r ‘Tyre’ in the Massoretic textP
3
P (cf. 
Andersen/Forbes 1986: 95-100). P
4
P Thus ‘Tyre’, being a proper noun, never bore 
a pronominal suffix (Andersen/Forbes 1986: 158) and thus never had an oppor-
tunity for analogical shortening. 
The same reasoning must therefore be applied to Blau’s example qal, i.e. 
the short vowel must also be due to analogy with an unstressed stem. A ready-
made candidate is that of the feminine *qallátu > qallg(h). A further example is 
probably to be seen in ‘gmoq ‘deep’, which is never written plene in its ten 
occurrences (Barr 1989: 56), fem. ‘ P
a
P
muqqg(h). 
A grain of doubt may remain because analogical change is not usually so 
regular. Fortunately there are examples of the analogy going in the opposite 
direction or not operating at all. 
An example of the analogy going in the reverse direction is ggd„ol ‘great’, 
which is frequently spelt plene (Barr 1989: 29) and therefore presumably had 
                                                 
P
3
P I count nine in the Stuttgart Bible (Elliger/Rudolph 1987), Koehler/Baumgartner (1958 
and 1983 s.v. s or II) five: perhaps the latter have counted as a single occurrence the 
cluster of six plene writings in Ezekiel 26:15; 27:3, 3, 8, 32; 28:12. 
P
4
P These facts overwhelmingly support Steiner’s (1982: 67 fn. 117) and the old 
Koehler/Baumgartner’s (1958: s.v. s or II) etymological connection of the city’s 
name with Arabic z rr ‘flint’ (for which MFL 2002: 479 offers the following vocali-
zations: sg. z irr, z urar, z urara, pl. z urrān, z irrān, z irār, az irra) over that of the new 
Koehler/Baumgartner (1983: s.v. s or II), viz. Hebrew s u(w)r ‘rock, crag’, since the 
plene spelling of the latter almost certainly defines its vowel as long (cf., e.g., 
Andersen/Forbes 1986: 95-97) so that by common consent it could not have devel-
oped into **o. 
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(retained) long holem. This structure has been transferred to the fem. 
gd„o(w)lg(h), apparently always plene, the original fem. gd„ullg(h) having been 
specialized as a substantive (‘greatness’). 
Examples in which the analogy appears not to have operated at all in either 
direction are ‘ggBol ‘rounded’ and ’gd„om ‘red’, each with one plene writing 
against four defective, and therefore presumably with long holem, beside fem. 
pl. ‘ P
a
P
gBulló(w)t… and ’ P
a
P
d „ummó(w)t … (Barr 1989: 57). A similar but more intricate – 
and more decisive – case is that of qgt on ‘small’, because although it is always 
defective in its over fifty occurrences (Barr 1989: 56), the form must, in view of 
the fem. qt anng(h), represent an adaptation of qgt gn < *qāt āxn, with originally 
lengthened accented vowel, to the commoner pattern. 
All these examples confirm Goetze’s theory that the compensatory length-
ening of accented vowels concomitant with the final loss of all case vowels was 
not inhibited by an underlying geminated consonant following the vowel. 
 
 
2. The development of Hebrew -o/gw ‘his’ 
and the origin of final vowel letters in Hebrew 
 
Andersen/Forbes (1986: 39-43) reject the putative role of *yada-hū > ygd„-o 
‘his hand’ in the common account of the development of h as a vowel letter 
representing final -o in (older) Hebrew because of the problems they see in two 
of the proposed derivations, viz. 
(1) *yadahū > *yada-ū > *yadaw > *yādō > ygd„o and 
(2) *yaduh > *yādōh. 
In doing so they finish up with no explanation of the origin or development 
of this common Hebrew suffix. 
Now it is true that derivation (2) is quite untenable because, as our authors 
point out, final -h would have been preserved. In derivation (1) our authors find 
two difficulties: first, the loss of intervocalic h; secondly the development of 
final -aw to -o. 
Our authors raise the first difficulty on the basis of the retained h in a verb 
form such as *gabahū. There are actually two arguments against placing 
reliance on this form as proof that h could not be lost in *-ahū ‘his’. The first is 
that if there was in fact a general tendency to syncopate intervocalic h then 
analogical restoration would have been possible in this verb form because there 
are other forms of the paradigm in which h was never intervocalic (e.g. 2nd 
pers. m. sg., cf. Ezek. 31:10). To these could perhaps be added the cases in 
which h ceased to be intervocalic after the loss of final short vowels (e.g. 3rd 
pers. m. sg., cf. Ezek. 28:2). 
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The second argument against reliance on *gabahū is that such a form is 
part of the low frequency general vocabulary while the suffix ‘his’ is part of the 
high frequency grammatical apparatus of the language. The suffix is therefore 
liable to undergo unusual developments due to allegro effects. 
Consequently the loss of intervocalic h, which was probably simply due to 
allegro, presents no problems at all for derivation (1). 
The second difficulty arises simply because of the inept positing of *yadaw 
as an intermediate step. Perhaps this has been influenced by the later spelling of 
the suffix with -w, but where is the proof that in the sequence *aū the long 
vowel would have immediately become a semivowel? Surely it is more likely 
that the long vowel would be the dominant element in the syllable, the contri-
bution of the preceding low short vowel being to lower this dominant element 
from *ū to *ō, which, with loss of vowel quantity distinctions, yields the 
attested -o. 
The derivation proposed here is confirmed, I think, by the different 
development of the same suffix when attached to dual and plural forms because 
in these the suffix is attached to a long vowel or a diphthong. The h is lost as 
before – and probably somewhat earlier in the doubly long vocalic environment 
– but the vocalic behaviour is different because the long vowel or diphthong 
then preceding the *-ū prevents it from being automatically dominant in the 
syllable. Hence when the first element is more sonorous than the second the 
natural tendency towards a falling diphthong takes over, resulting in the attested 
-gw (via *-āw). 
The different spellings of the suffix in older Hebrew depending on its 
attachment to singular (-h) or plural (-w) are thus taken care of by this explana-
tion: when attached to plurals the *h in the suffix was lost at an earlier period 
than when it was attached to singulars and the subsequent developments were 
different. The later spelling -(w) attached to singulars was never phonetic, i.e. in 
this environment the suffix never developed into a w-diphthong. Instead it 
simply followed the lead of other writings of o which had indeed developed 
from such a diphthong. 
Andersen/Forbes may be right to compare the partial change in the 
orthography of final *-ō in Hebrew from -h to -w with the entirely different 
change in spelling of final -ā in Aramaic from -h to -’ (i.e. aleph), but only in 
the sense that both changes must have been prompted at least in part by one or 
more sound changes. The conditions for the Aramaic change can be read off 
from the behaviour of nouns in Biblical Aramaic (cf., e.g., Rosenthal 1974: 23), 
where the occasional spelling of the determined state suffix with -h instead of -’ 
testifies to apocope of final glottal stop, while sporadic examples of the absolute 
feminine termination written -’ instead of -h testify to the emergence of the new 
spelling of final ā. Presumably the spelling of this feminine termination as -h 
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not only in Aramaic and Hebrew but also in Arabic originally reflected lenition 
of pausal (Brockelmann 1908: 409) or intervocalic (somewhat as in Irish) t > h 
in a high frequency grammatical item. Restoration of the /t/ in Classical Arabic 
was no doubt a matter of (academic?) hypercorrection from the construct. 
It must also be said that Andersen/Forbes’ (1986: 41) exposure of the 
deficiencies to be found in existing explanations of the origin of vowel letters as 
historical does not prove the alternative thesis that vowel letters originated in 
the spontaneous theoretical realization that ī, ū are related in articulation to the 
corresponding semivocalic consonants. In particular if final short vowels were 
lost before the ninth century (Sáenz-Badillos 1993: 45f.), Ugaritic hw, hy ‘he, 
she’ could point to identification of w, y as vowel signs in hū, hī < *hūwa, 
*hīya, despite absence of these items in the earliest surviving Hebrew and 
Aramaic inscriptions. These latter no doubt derive from allegro pronunciation of 
*hū’a, *hī’a since the automatic insertion of glides upon lapse of the glottal 
stops is attested in the spelling conventions of Qur’anic Arabic and therefore 
(pace Moscati et al. 1969: 105) presents not the slightest difficulty of explana-
tion. 
 
 
3. Hebrew h lh ‘be weak, ill, etc.’: an etymological parsimonyP
5
P 
 
Unhappy at the thought that a single Indo-European paradigm could com-
bine meanings as allegedly divergent as ‘be weak, sick’ and ‘think, worry, care 
for’, Lindeman (1993: 53) asserts that the two sets of meanings belong to two 
distinct, but of course homonymous, roots. He justifies this assertion by invok-
ing, partly on the basis of work by G. R. Driver and J. Barr, a “typological parallel 
… in Hebrew where we have two homonymous roots hly” (conventionally hlh 
in Hebrew grammar and lexicon) with the same two meanings. 
This is surely a curious argument. If it is alleged that there is no necessary 
connection between the two sets of meanings involved – as Lindeman seems 
intent on doing – then surely the fact that there are two extraordinarily similar 
cases in two distinct linguistic entities must be a matter of pure chance, in which 
case it makes no sense to talk of a “typological parallel”. On the other hand a 
more satisfying conclusion is surely to acknowledge that the two cases may 
well point to a similar semantic development in both language areas and that it 
is this development, similar in both languages/language groups, that constitutes 
the typological parallel. And in fact, as I have partly pointed out before (Wood-
house 1998: 48, n. 21), while the suggestion that “feeling sick can be a worrying 
                                                 
P
5
P This offering is a reworking with Semitists in mind of a portion of my 2003 paper: 
PIE. *s(w)er(H)K- ‘heed, care for, grieve, lie ill, waste away’, published in Indoger-
manische Forschungen 108: 58-91. 
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thing” may not carry much conviction as an argument for the proposed semantic 
connection, the reverse – that worry, care, concern and the like can lead to 
pining, illness, and so on – is surely quite a different matter. 
Unfortunately for what seems to be a very simple and straightforward set 
of arguments eliminating the need for positing homonyms here, support for the 
idea that Heb. h lh has indeed two etymologically distinct origins comes from no 
less an authority than Koehler/Baumgartner (1967: 303f. s.v.) with the sugges-
tion that the Hebrew lexeme represents a conflation of two Semitic roots which 
can be represented by Arabic h alla ‘schwach sein’ and hralā (√h rlw) ‘leer sein, 
ermangeln’. This formula seems to be designed to account for the fact that while 
Arab. hrlw is the phonologically exact equivalent of the Heb. h lh, most of the 
meanings given for the latter seem to relate directly to the gloss given for Arab. 
h ll, i.e. they involve the concepts of weakness (e.g. “schwach werden”), tired-
ness (e.g. “müde werden”) and illness (e.g. “krank werden/sein”), including 
feeling pain (“Schmerz empfinden”). Only one of the Koehler/Baumgartner 
glosses, namely “erschöpft sein” (for the niph P
c
P
al conjugation), seems to favour 
reference to Arabic hrlw ‘be empty’ but on inspection the meaning in the con-
texts offered for this gloss (Jer. 12,13, Ezek. 34,4, Ps. 68,10), although to some 
extent uncertain, is definitely a metaphorical one having to do with tiredness 
and/or pain, not with emptiness. And while Arabic hrlw does participate in 
metaphorical phrases, e.g. (1) hralā ilā nafsihī ‘to commune with oneself, take 
counsel with oneself, search one’s heart’ (lit. ‘to be empty to one’s soul’) and 
(2) hrallā sam P
c
P
ahū li- ‘to listen to someone intently’ (lit. ‘to empty one’s hearing 
for someone’) (Wehr/Cowan 1971: 260), it is clear that the idea of emptying is 
still omnipresent in these expressions. Indeed, as far as I can determine, the 
meaning ‘tiredness’ is not associated with Arab. hrlw. 
It ought to be clear from the above remarks that the gloss erschöpft sein, 
meaning both ‘be used up, be empty’ and ‘be weak with tiredness’, just like its 
exact English equivalent be exhausted, provides all that is needed to explain the 
apparent semantic discrepancy between the severely non-metaphorical Arab. 
hrlw and the, in origin at least, entirely metaphorical Heb. h lh. Consequently the 
inclusion of Arab. h ll in the etymology of h lh is otiose. The exact cognate of 
Arab. h ll has long been recognized in Hebrew h ll ‘be profane’ (cf. Koehler/ 
Baumgartner 1958: 302 s.v. h ll I). 
What has been reviewed here is thus a pair of instances of semantic paral-
lelism between Semitic and Indo-European languages, the combination serving 
to suggest that the semantic relationships observed may represent universal 
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patterns. Whether typological parallelism can demonstrate nonrelatedness of 
meanings remains at best questionable. 
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